
...an economical choice
• Clean design
• Beautiful wood finish
• Lightweight panels
• Robust construction
• Good resistance to humidity

• Oak finish

• Ivory crepe interior

• Minimal use of metal
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Homestead 
Oak

• Oak finish

• Rosetan crepe interior

• Brass handles

CH-5003

Heritage
Oak    

CE-5001

Estate Cherry

2161 Tanguay Street, Magog QC  J1X 5Y5
Phone: 819.843.6210  • Fax: 819.843.0737

Toll free: 800.214.6210
mcaskets@magogcaskets.com  •  www.magogcaskets.com C
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• Cherry finish

• Rosetan crepe interior

• Brass handles

Engineered Wood LineEngineered Wood Line

a The impeccable finish 
 reproduces the perfection of 
 natural wood grain while 
 offering superior durability. 

b The bottom ensures the 
 prevention of leaks and 
 provides a weight capacity 
 of up to 227 kg ( 500 lbs).

c The full length cradle-style 
 bed provides sturdiness and 
 stability. 

d The half cover is lightweight 
 without compromising its 
 rigidity.

e The plastic lifting mechanism 
 ensures quiet and easy 
 functioning.

45 kg 
100 lbs
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At Magog Caskets, the know-how, expertise in metallurgy, and devotion to 
perfection have been passed-on from generation to generation since 1953. 
Thanks to the loyalty and support of its clients and distributers, this local 
independent enterprise has established a reputation for dependability 
throughout Quebec and Canada.

A family tradition

Like its products, the team at Magog Caskets is synonymous with 
dependability and solidity. Its mission is to offer you the best in 
personalized service to meet your needs in a timely fashion.

Focusing on service
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